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ABSTRACT
The average success rate across all contractors and all work sectors is about 13.3%, this is
caused by a number of inefficiencies like delay of completed work, too many change orders
by clients, slow decision-making processes, ineffective communication between teams on the
project, incompetent site management and supervision, inadequate coordination with other
parties, slow adaptation to scope changes.
This study reviews the features of already existing mobile applications, that have been
developed to ease these issues, and how they have taken advantage of the various
possibilities that come with a digitalized platform like autonomy and versatility. This report
further entails the development of a project coordination mobile application that is optimised
to be simple to use and at the same time provide features to cover the many modules that go
on in a construction project.
This report goes on with the documentation of the development of the different views of the
mobile application with details about the variables used in the templates throughout the
application, the screenshots of the various page views in the application, the web
technologies used to power up the application remotely, the management of state of the
application with that on the backend. This also includes flow charts of the flow of project
information from one user to the rest of the platform, this is further complemented with code
snippets from the project codebase so as to add a direct implementation of the design i.e. the
choice of data structures used, the processes the backend goes through when it receives the
project data and the different tools used during its development. It also lists the results of the
different tests carried out to test the reliability of the mobile application in areas with
unstable coverage and the application server performance under stress. This development
goes on and recommends the features that can be later enhanced or added, to the mobile
application, with reasons backing them up.

viii
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1.1

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Background
The average success rate across all contractors and all work sectors is 13.3% (Alkhateeb
et al., 2020), this is caused by a number of inefficiencies with the highest ranking ones
include non-payment or delay of completed work, too many change orders by clients,
slow in making decisions, ineffective communication with others, lack of proper planning
and scheduling (Yap et al., 2021), lack of proper planning and scheduling, incompetent
sub-contractors, construction mistakes and defective works, incompetent site management
and supervision, inadequate coordination with other parties, slow in implementing
inspections and testing, slow in approving scope changes, slow preparation and approval
of drawings and specifications and design errors (Yap et al., 2021).
Project management software can help keep projects organized and streamline the
construction process, helping eliminate inefficiencies. This allows workers to focus on the
actual building, as the project management software handles many tedious, timeconsuming tasks such as invoicing, document management, incident reports, timesheets,
and much more (Michaela Wong, 2019). Some of the Top Construction Project
Management Software are GanttPRO, BIM 360, Acculynx, Jonas Premier, Procore,
CoConstruct, Buildertrend, Knowify, ProContractor, PlanGrid, Projectmates, eSUB
Subcontractor,

WorkflowMax,

SiteMax,

BuildTools,

Radar,

Jonas

Enterprise,

CommittedCost (PAT Research, 2021).
PlanGrid, Buildertrend and CoConstruct provided solutions for most of these
inefficiencies with features like remote access of data, request for information (RFI) built
in, excellent document and file management, tagging of photographs, support for 3D
models, issues management system and support for meeting information inbuilt
(Autodesk, 2021).

This is all good but they didn’t take advantage of the various

possibilities that come with having a digitalized system like autonomy and versatility
(Hashemi et al., 2013). With the complexity of this industry, to get the best shot at project
management and coordination, the construction industry should learn some lessons from
social networks, this is why WhatsApp is replacing these mobile project management
tools (Taib, 2020) yet it was not designed for it.
1
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1.2

Problem Statement
The goal of a contractor is to finish a project on budget and in time. This is done by using
efficient management, implementing the construction successfully, working with the
design changes seamlessly and successful coordination between time schedule and
execution. Currently, construction projects experience issues like inadequate planning,
poor communication, productivity issues, delays, scope creep and change orders (Love et
al., 1999). This incremental loss in efficiency leads to a failure of about 86.7% of
construction projects (Alkhateeb et al., 2020). With so much going on in a construction
project, it is very easy for some activities to get less attention than what they need and
thus the team loses track of the goal and deliverables of the project which may negatively
affect the delivery time of the project (Akinsiku & Akinsulire, 2012). Therefore, this
development created a tool that is simple to use but at the same time powerful enough to
combine the many modules that go on in a construction project.

1.3

Objectives

1.3.1

General Objective

Development of a deliverable oriented project coordination mobile application for
construction.
1.3.2
-

Specific Objectives
To develop a simple effective communication forum and a timeline that is generated
from the project data for a project coordination mobile application.

-

To establish a document manager with version control for a project coordination
mobile application.

-

To validate the developed project coordination mobile application for accuracy and
reliability.

1.3.3

Justification

This development was basically aimed at studying and improving construction
management tools with focus on mobile applications. These tools have a direct impact on
the efficiency of a construction project. It further provides alternative approaches to the
design of construction management applications.

3
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2.1

CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

Review of related application software.
Project coordination is the day-to-day management of tasks within your department, the
purpose of coordinating projects is to streamline the workflow of your tasks (Fabac et al.,
2010, p. 465). Inefficient project coordination and management can lead to extensive
delays in the project timeline. The following are some of the applications that have been
developed to simplify this process.

2.1.1

BuilderStorm

Responsive design is the keystone of the BuilderStorm application, whether it is running
on mobile devices or desktops, it doesn’t have an app, per se, but its mobile design is
truly standout. Its interface is as in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Screenshot of BuilderStorm application on a computer.

Instead of offering different versions of its application according to the operating system
or device being used, the vendor uses one version that automatically adapts to different
screen sizes and browser software (Taylor, 2017).
Its list of features includes:


5

Manage building project schedules



Access and store drawing files in the cloud



Manage construction procurement



Send and receive project messages



Create reports



Track construction “requests for information” s

The cloud-based construction management app serves mobile devices with these
functions, as well as offering BIM compliance and regular backups of project files and
data.
BuilderStorm lacks a summary view of the constructed works, this is really important
especially when presenting to the client.

2.1.2

BuilderTREND

The user interface for on-site construction management in BuilderTREND is designed to
adapt to the device being used (Taylor, 2017). Its interface is as in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Screenshot of BuilderTrend application on a computer.
While desktop users see comprehensive information on their larger screens, Android,
iPad and iPhone users see simpler versions, to help keep the screens easy to understand
and navigate.
6

Functionality is organized into the following areas:


Presales processes: Management of sales leads, bid requests, estimates, and proposals,
with CRM functions, including automatic email marketing



Project management: Scheduling, to-do lists, daily site logs, punch lists, plan markups, warranty, document and photo management, and messaging



Customer account management: Client portal, surveys, reviews, and communication



Financial tools: Management of budgets, purchase orders, payments, lien waivers,
timesheets (mobile clocking in and out for employees) and change orders

Financial data can also be exported to separate accounting software
Specific use of native mobile functionality includes:


Mobile touch signatures for creating change orders on site



Microphones for logging and then converting voice to text, for daily site logs and
other files



Cameras for attaching photos directly to files and logs

BuilderTREND’s cloud-based solution is used by home building firms and remodelling
firms, as well as specialist and general contractors.
This software mainly focuses on finances of the project and gives no features to handle
communication of the project stuff, management of project documents and basic project
management features.
2.1.3

PlanGrid

Of all the available construction management apps, PlanGrid is the most specialized for
document and drawing management, as well as local and remote construction team
collaboration (Autodesk, 2021). Its interface is as in Figure 3.

7

Figure 3: Images of PlanGrid application on various devices.
Its functionality includes:


Rapid plan viewer



Remote team collaboration on plans, markups, photos, and reports



Life cycle management of RFIs with blueprints attached



Issue logging and tracking, with direct input to punch lists of photos, locations, and
on-site notes



Rolling log for creation and distribution of issue reports



Automatic version control of drawings and team syncing on one master version



Automatic hyperlinks from plan callouts for faster navigation through drawings



Management of progress photos by all team members, with automatic tagging,
syncing, and archiving



Syncing and backup of mobile data in a cloud application, with download of the data
from the cloud to a desktop PC or server

It is designed for medium to larger construction companies, where larger teams and
bigger volumes of plans, blueprints, and drawings warrant a more focused mobile app. It
runs on iOS, Windows, and Android mobile devices.
8

PlanGrid does not have project scheduling, or project timeline functionality and hence it
misses key aspects of an application built to ease project management.
2.1.4

Co-construct

Co-construct targets a user base of custom builders, remodelers, and design-build firms
(Taylor, 2017). Its interface is as in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Screenshot of Co-construct application on a computer.
Its software comes in web-based and mobile formats (iPhone, iPad, iPod, and Android
devices), and allows users to perform the following functionalities:


Select materials and designs for custom project change management and
enhancement.



Add comments and photos to selections (including photos taken by the smartphone or
tablet running the app).



Manage task lists.



Adjust and coordinate schedules with subcontractors and clients.



Communicate with clients to inform them directly of progress and changes, and reply
to emails and text messages, all from the app.



Manage budgets, with automatic updates and information for clients.



Keep employee time accounts.

9

The mobile-based functionality offers a simpler interface, compared to the web-based



version for full screen-size desktop use.
Co-construct lacks a project files/documents manager, this is very crucial as many delays
on construction projects are caused by lack of update documentation by every team
member.
2.2

Conclusion
PlanGrid, Buildertrend and CoConstruct provided solutions for most of these
inefficiencies (Michaela Wong, 2019) with features like remote access of data, request for
information (RFI) built in, excellent document and file management, tagging of
photographs, support for 3D models, issues management system and support for meeting
information inbuilt (Autodesk, 2021). This is all good but they didn’t take advantage of
the various possibilities that come with having a digitalized system like autonomy and
versatility (Hashemi et al., 2013). The proposed development will create a tool that is
simple to use but at the same time powerful enough to combine the many modules that go
on in a construction project.

10
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

This chapter contains a detailed account of the methods used and also provides logic to
why they were used or selected.
3.1

Choice of tools and technologies used.
The project was achieved by establishing both a frontend and a backend (Zammetti,
2020). Dart programming language with flutter framework was used for the frontend and
Postgres database with Supabase for the backend (Stonebraker, 1987; Wu, 2018). Flutter
framework was chosen because of its cross-platform capabilities and Supabase was
chosen because it has a combination of features needed for this project’s backend
completion which include database storage, real-time database subscriptions and cloud
storage(Meier, 2012; Stonebraker, 1987).
Visual Studio Code was used as the primary text editor for frontend of the project code
because it is fully supported by the developers of the flutter framework (Kahlert & Giza,
2016). This was used in conjunction with Android Studio to make it fully capable of
developing applications on Android Operating system (Meier, 2012).
Git and Github platform were used for the version control and backup of the of the
frontend code because it is widely used and have become an industry standard (Blischak
et al., 2016).

3.2

Development of a simple effective communication forum and a timeline that is
generated from the project data.

3.2.1

Communication forum

This was achieved by creating `forum` table with columns as shown in in Table 1 in the
database. The forum view is the primary communication channel between project
members on the platform. The sequence of events of the forum posts created is as shown
in Figure 5, users with roles in a given project can communicate various categories of
information as shown in Table 2 (Hendriks et al., 1999).
Table 1: Table showing the different variables in the forum post template.
No

Variable
name

11

Description

1.

id

Unique identifier for the post

2.

created at

Time of creation of the post

3.

project

The unique identifier of the project to which the post is
attached

4.

images

A list of images if any

5.

created by

The unique identifier of the user who created the project

6.

created as

The unique identifier of the role of the user that created
the post

7.

Reply count

The number of replies if any

8.

Status

The status state of the post. The default is “active” state.

9.

Category

The category that the post falls into for example project
update, request for information.

10.

text

The text portion of the post. This is the body of post.

Table 2: Table showing the different categories that a forum post can have.
No.

Forum Post Category

1.

Started a something.

2.

Completed something.

3.

An update to the team.

4.

Request for Information.

12

Figure 5: Illustration show the flow of information collected when a user creates a forum
post.
3.2.1.1 Notifications
In order to make the communication more effective, notifications were added.
Notifications heavily rely on a subscription to changes in the notifications table
(Stonebraker, 1987). This was achieved majorly through the use of event listeners to the
notifications table inserts as shown in Figure 6 (Crosswell & Thornton, 2012).

Figure 6: A code snippet showing a subscription to insert event on the notifications table.
13

The variables used for the forum notification template as shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Table showing the different variables in the notification template.
No

Variable

Description

name
1.

id

Unique identifier for the notification

1.

url

The link to the target content of the notification

2.

for

Unique identifier for the user to receive it

3.

Text

The unique identifier of the project to which the
notification is attached

4.

About

Description of the notification

5.

Ref

Reference string of the notification. This is helpful when
grouping them

6.

3.3

Created at

Time of creation of the notification

Development of a document manager with version control.
In order to develop a document manager, ability to categorize documents was added by
creating the `file_categories` table with columns as shown in Table 4 (Stonebraker, 1987).
In order to add version control to the project files, the file meta data was stored separately
in the `project_files` table with columns as shown in Table 5 (Björk, 2003). The Sequence
of events when a user makes an update to a file in the project files was developed as
shown in Figure 7.

Table 4: Table showing the different variables in the file category template.
No

Variable

Description

name
1.

id

Unique identifier for the file category

2.

name

Human readable name of the file category

3.

project

The unique identifier of the project to which the
notification is attached

14

4.

Created by

Unique identifier for the creator of the category

5.

Created as

The unique identifier of the role of the user that created
the post

6.

Created at

Time of creation of the notification

7.

Thumbnail

The link to an image that represents the contents of the
category

Table 5: Table showing the different variables in the Project file template.
No

Variable

Description

name
1.

id

Unique identifier for the file

2.

name

Human readable name of the file

3.

project

The unique identifier of the project to which the
notification is attached

4.

File

The unique identifier of the file category to which the

category

file to be attached

5.

Created by

Unique identifier for the creator of the category

6.

Created as

The unique identifier of the role of the user that created
the post

7.

Created at

Time of creation of the notification

8.

Status

The status state of the post. The default is “active” state.

9.

Version

The version of the project

10.

Identifier

This is an identifier of the file. This connects the
different versions of the file

11.

15

Latest

Whether this is the latest version of the file

Figure 7: Illustration of the sequence of events when a user updates a document in the
project files.
3.4

Validation of the mobile application for accuracy and reliability.
The application is optimized to expect connection failure especially when sending data to
the backend. This is achieved by creating an “outbox” list which stores all user initiated
outgoing requests and only removed when they have been successfully sent to the
backend (Dunn, 2003). The application though keeps listening for changes in the network
connection so as to send the outbox contents in case of an internet connection.

3.4.1

Poor internet connection test

This was done by placing the mobile phone in airplane mode, this cut off all wireless
communications on the device which includes an internet connection (DAY, 2015). This
was done both when the application was closed and opened and also by making a forum
post when the application was open and the results noted.
3.4.2

Backend stress test

This was done by performing a simulated stress test on Postgres database using its inbuilt
benchmarking tool to test 1,000 sessions each performing five transactions
simultaneously with processing limited to 100 threads and results were recorded
(Wiechork & Charao, 2020).
16

This was carried out on a server of processor Intel(R) Pentium(R) CPU 6405U @
2.40GHz 2.40 GHz and installed RAM 8.00 GB (7.84 GB usable) on linux mint(20.3).
A standard bench marking tool that installs with postgress database called pgbench was
used as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Commands for benchmarking the database.

17
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4.1

CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Development of a simple effective communication forum and a timeline that is
generated from the project data.

4.1.1

Communication channel.

The sequence of events of the forum posts created is as shown in Figure 5, users with
roles in a given project can communicate various categories of information as shown in
Table 2 and screenshots as in Figure 9. that are templated with variables as seen in Table
1. When a forum post is made, all the users with roles on the project are notified and can
get the piece of information as soon as possible and react to it.

Figure 9: Screenshots of the application showing the forum page, selection of categories
and forum post creation respectively.

18

4.1.2

Timeline generated from the project data.

The timeline view shows the different achieved project milestones as shown in Figure 10,
this enables the project team members on the platform to have a simple report of the
progress of the project in real-time.

Figure 10: Screenshots of the application showing the timeline page view.
4.2

Development of a document manager with version control.
Project documents are classified in categories for example bills of quantities category and
drawings category as shown in Figure 11. The built-in version control ensures that
everyone on the project receives the latest version of a given project document in realtime instead of creating multiple copies of a given document through file upload and file
update feature as shown in Figure 12.

19

Figure 11: Screenshots of the file manager page view and the files list view respectively.

Figure 12: Screenshots of the upload and update file page view.

20

4.3

Validation of the mobile application for accuracy and reliability.

4.3.1

Poor internet connection test

When the phone is in airplane mode and a post is created by the user, the application
holds it in memory and will wait until the user gets an internet connection and then it will
be sent.

Figure 13: Screenshots showing the behavior of the application when there is no internet
connection.
4.3.2

Backend stress test

The database server was able to successfully handle 5,000 transactions and execute them
at a rate of about 47 transactions per second.

Figure 14: Screenshot of the results of the stress test
21
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5.1

CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
In reference to the development carried out, existing construction management mobile
applications were reviewed and it was noticed that as much as they provide features that
help in the management, many teams end up choosing other platforms like WhatsApp as
their main communication forum. This is because these interfaces were not designed for
the mobile application form factor and instead the already existent processes in project
coordination like forms with multiple fields for RFI were used.
This development takes inspiration from communication applications that people are
already familiar with, for example social media applications, as to make them more
intuitive to use. Furthermore, a graphical representation of the project progress is
generated with no extra effort from the project members from the interactions on the
project forum.
It also establishes a document manager with inbuilt version control, this provides a safe
way to ensure everyone attached to the project has the latest version of every project file
which is helpful in case of processes like change-orders and rectification of design errors.
This development has limitations like lack of an inbuilt file viewer, which leads the user
to require an extra application to view the project files.
In conclusion, this development points out the flaws in the design approach of the
common construction management mobile applications by suggesting an alternative
approach which prioritizes the ease of use of the application.

5.2

Recommendations
Further development can go into addition of support for organization accounts, this would
be very helpful for corporations that have many decision makers and projects running
simultaneously. Additionally, support for multiple organizations working on the same
project should be considered, this would be more practical for companies working in
partnership or those that are on a contractual basis.
Also support for augmented reality in photographs uploaded would make them more
interactive and open room to many possibilities like surface highlighting. Additionally,
23

support for GPS coordinates in addition to augmented reality gives room for the
application to understand the project’s day to day activities better and make the user
experience easier and richer through accurate tracking of location of the components of
photographs taken in the application.

24
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(i)

CHAPTER SEVEN: APPENDIX

Budget
This is the financial plan for the implementation this project as shown in Table 6:
Table 6: Table showing the financial plan for the project.
No

Item

Amount

1.

Printing proposal and report

75,000/=

2.

Travelling to testing field

100,000/=

3.

Server hosting

110,000/=

4.

Internet

380,000/=

Total

765,000/=

.

(ii)

Work Plan
Gantt chart showing the schedule of activities covering the period over which the
project shall be developed as shown.
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(iii)

Instruments/Tools
a) Laptop
This shall be the main tool during the development of the above proposed project.
This because it will host the other tools in the form of software that need it to work.
b) Visual Studio Code
This shall be the main text editor. It will be used it to edit the code of the project.
c) Android Studio
This software holds the Android Developer Kit for developing applications to run on
android devices.
d) Flutter Software Development Kit
This software holds the development kit of the Flutter framework. Flutter is Google's
User Interface toolkit for building beautiful, natively compiled applications for
mobile, web, desktop, and embedded devices from a single codebase.
e) Figma Design
This software shall be used for designing and making prototypes of the features
before transferring them to the codebase.
f) Android Smart phone
This shall be used to test the application during its development stage. It runs the
applications.

(iv)
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DATABASE TABLES

(v)

30

FRONTEND SCREENSHOTS

31

32

(vi)

BACKEND SCREENSHOTS

Forum table

List of tables

Cloud Storage dashboard
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(vii)

FRONTEND CODE

Forum code

34

Timeline code

35

36

File manager code

File list view code

37

38

Sign in code

Sign up code

39

Welcome page code

40

Splash screen

41

42

Application Singleton class instances

App Theme code

43

App Colour Swatch code

44

API provider code

Outbox

45

46

main.dart code

Map to url string encoder code

47

App routes code

Forum business logic

48

Application state code

49

File structure

50

(viii)

BACKEND CODE

Creating trigger function

51

Row level policies code
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